UNVEILED
For Whom is it Built?
Unveiled proposes a new type of building for Chicago’s storied skyline; it celebrates novel
building technologies that allow for inventive architectural opportunities, defining a place
that serves not only the designers and students who use it each day, but the public as well
by opening up generously to the city.
This project is structured by a fundamental architectural element—the arch. The vaulted
arch combines both column and beam, wall and ceiling, and in doing so, begins an
important dialogue with the steel-framed, glass towers by which it is surrounded. The
vaults that compose the building are diverse in size and organization, providing unique
spaces with dramatically different affects of intimacy and congregation.
The sculpted form of the building is shrouded by a terracotta veil, alluding to the nuanced
craftsmanship and detail adorning many of Chicago’s quintessential buildings.

INDEPENDENT PROGRAM

Programmatically, the building is organized to encourage a gradient of interaction,
clustering the larger, shared elements like theaters, workshops, and event spaces at the
heart of the project. The tower tapers up and down from the central hub to more intimate
and discrete program spaces. The building is capped above and below with prominent
public spaces including retail, an auditorium, cafés, and galleries, affording the best views
and experiences to all who encounter the building.

The Chicago Model

Understanding the importance of the Chicago City Model, we’ve placed it at the top of the
Center for Architecture, Design and Education. Visitors can now survey the city along
with the 1:50 physical model and the skyscraper exhibit found directly below. The 500
foot high model platform offers a perch among adjacent buildings; a unique perspective
contrasting the satellite views from the Hancock and Willis Tower observatories.

The Entry

At street level, the terracotta veil recedes while the sidewalk flows uninterrupted into
the forum and café; inviting the community to enter a living room of urban proportions.
The only storefront in the traditional sense is held by the CAF store and tour staging,
ensuring visual exposure to passing pedestrians.

The Atrium

A rope-less, mag-lev elevator is prominently featured as if it were a work of public
art, whisking visitors upward into the building mass, offering direct views into the
educational and performance spaces. At this point, visitors are also introduced to the
mass timber structural vault system; a promising alternative to steel and concrete in the
ongoing effort to reduce carbon emissions from buildings

The School Yard

The school is organized into design studios in which the pedagogy extends beyond
the arts. Assignments are project based, fostering creative thinking and informal
collaboration amongst students. Conference rooms, technology labs and maker spaces
are arranged opposite the studios, affording direct visual contact to the activity going on
in each. The terraced structure and communicative stairs create a landscape of chance
encounter and privacy.
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SHARED PROGRAM
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INNOVATIVE BUILDING SYSTEMS
A

Mass Timber Wood Vault Construction
When lit from the exterior, the terracotta veil mimics its neighbors and predecessors
in material, proportion, and rhythm. Robotically wire cut tiles are finished with varied
levels of glazing to give the façade physical depth and nuanced reflections.

Stage
Gymnasium
Administrative Offices
The proliferation of the high rise in 20th century Chicago was
catalyzed by the invention of the steel frame structure and the
elevator. The rope-less elevator uses mag-lev propulsion in lieu of
geared ropes, freeing the cab from cables which allows it to translate
horizontally. Six traditional shafts could be replaced by a two shaft
loop (up shaft and down shaft) creating a single-direction system of
passenger conveyance with multiple cabs in each shaft.

Temporary Exhibitions
Design Studios
Teen Workshops

INDEPENDENT PROGRAM

B

Mag-Lev propelled, ropeless Elevators

Café

The spatial rigidity of the Chicago steel frame and the time of
its inception have informed an architecture of a single cultural
perspective being predominately male and white. Alternatively,
we’ve combined the column and beam to create a structure of mass
timber vaulted units which can adapt to meet many users’ needs
while stacking efficiently. The comparatively lightweight timber
units support themselves vertically while utilizing the steel and
concrete elevator cores for lateral stability.

Building Support
Elevator for Public
C

Systems and Structure Integration

Ticket Sales, Gift Shop
Public Amphitheater
Café
The engineered lumber vaults integrate the mechanical systems
in their fabrication, allowing the ceiling and floor surfaces to
remain exposed and up lit with integral lighting. Climate control
is modulated with radiant floors and chilled vaults. The resulting
atmosphere is significantly improved from acoustical ceiling tiles,
forced air, and fluorescent tube lighting.

When lit from within, the Center for Architecture, Design and Education exposes its
aggregation of structural units, signifying a user centered architecture which breaks
from the relentless stacking suggested by the veil.

